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To: LEISURE SERVICES COMMITTEE Subject: ‘NO BALL GAMES’ SIGNS/ 
‘NO GOLF’ SIGNS 

From: DIRECTOR OF LEISURE SERVICES 

Date: 30/09197 Ref NT/PJ/RS/SR 

r 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

REPORT 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Introduction 

1.1. The purpose of this report is to outline proposals for the use of ‘No Ball Games’ and ‘No Golf signs 
in open space areas which fall within the maintenance remit of Leisure Services. 

1.2. This paper will not cover the larger issue of Management Rules for Leisure Services premises and 
parks which will be the subject of a separate report. 

Backmound 

2.1. With the formation of North Lanarkshire Council, Leisure Services inherited six varying and varied 
philosophies on the use of prohibitive signs, usually including the word ‘WO ............” andor “By 
Order” which, for the most part, are not supported by statutory instrument or Bye-law legislation. 
As an interim measure, the Council, has continued the polices adopted by the previous authorities 
but it is proposed now to review the use of such signs in the context of their effectiveness and 
enforceability. 

Present Position 

Appendices A and B illustrate the range and types of signs inherited and in use. 

‘No Ball Games/No Football’ Sims 

4.1. Children, particularly young children, need interactive play and as a service provider the Council 
should provide and maintain adequate space for this purpose as close to home as possible. 

4.2. Most complaints about ball games are not about the activity itself but about groups of older 
children or youths congregating in spaces close to people’s homes and causing nuisance by trespass, 
noise, abusive language and drinking. In practice, the presence of a ‘No Ball Games’ sign does 
little to resolve the nuisance problem which if repetitive and severe should be reported to the police. 

In many private estates, although grass is maintained by Leisure Services, the Council does not have 
‘Rights of Usage’ over the ground nor the right to erect signs. 

4.3. 
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4.4. If prohibitive signs were supported by bye-law legislation, this would make the playing of ball games 
by children of all age groups unlawfi.11 under civil law. However, following the disbandment of the 
Department’s Urban Ranger Service in April 1996, staff are not available to enforce the rules 
outwith working hours, at weekends and during public holidays. 

4.5. The cost of manufacture, installation on maintenance or new signs throughout North Lanarkshire 
would impact seriously on budgets already under pressure. 

4.6. Requests for signs are frequently received from the elected members and the general public. 

5 .  ‘No GoIf or ‘NoGolf Practice’ Signs. 

5.1. The uncontrolled playing of golf or golf practice in public areas is potentially dangerous and there 
are persuasive agreements for prohibition. However, this is a complex issue and requires further 
detailed consideration. It may be possible to designate specific areas for golfing activities. 

6. Recommendations 

6.1. That the use of ‘No Ball Games’ Signs be discontinued in general open space areas. 

6.2. That existing signs be removed on a phased basis. 

6.3. That a further report on the prohibition of golf or golf practice in open space areas be submitted to 
Committee. 
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194 ATPENDIX A 

MONKLANDS ORDER 

CKDC ORDER ANONYMOUS-CUMBERNAULD 
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